
Touchless 
Inspection

For additional questions contact: 

Codeofficial@generac.com

REDEFINING ELECTRICAL INSPECTIONS

IN A TIME OF SOCIAL DISTANCING



Industry  Leading Team Efforts

As the most progressive, industry leading generator manufacturer, Generac successfully introduced the 
Virtual In Home Consultation which was greeted with great success.  But at Generac we understand that 
there are three parts to completing a sale – in-home consultation, installation and finally inspection.

Generac’s on staff inspectors, master electricians, engineers and code certification teams have joined 
forces to create the final step in the virtual process, the touchless inspection process.   

This provides a step by step process that dealers can use to project plan and then ultimately inspect to get 
their job passed.  Through this process, installers will have direct access to Generac’s staff inspectors and 
master electricians all along the way.

Along with Generac’s subject matter experts, we have also reached out to the IAEA media, the NFPA and 
the ICC groups to solicit feedback and provide awareness. 

If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact our on staff building officials to discuss 
inspection strategies while maintaining safe, and healthy distancing. 
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PLAN REVIEW
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If limited circuit, what items are backed up:

If managed power, full list of appliances along w/ which are managed:

If whole house, full list of appliances at the house:

Description of type of installation (limited circuit, managed power, whole house)

Description of home (square footage and appliances powered) & associated lot lines if necessary.



Spec sheet and installation manual of generator being installed 

PLAN REVIEW

Site sketch of home layout which includes generator and ATS placement, electrical panel and fuel 
meter/tank locations, also include any openings to the house such as windows, fresh air inlets, surrounding 
landscaping or nearby appliances to the generator location
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PLAN REVIEW

Include meter BTU capabilities

Include fuel piping one line diagram with all pipe sizes, fittings, etc.
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Provide BTU consumption and fuel type of the generator to be installed:



Provide wire gauge size for both control and conductor cables, include any wire protection information 
(conduit, PVC, car flex, etc.)

PLAN REVIEW

Size of electrical service

Describe any service upgrades/changes that were required to meet code (meter pedestal replaced, main 
electrical panel replaced, etc.)
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Call the inspector for a block of time to use video conference software to review all items listed 
below or provide the following photos

INSPECTION

Generator with 5’ on all sides to verify clearance from potential air intakes or openings a wall, 
window, door or soffit to avoid CO entering into the house

Wiring going into the home – verify sealed connections

Fuel piping, if buried, with a measuring take to show 18” burial at multiple locations

Any fuel pipe supports if longer flex lines are utilized

Fuel meter – BTU capability

ATS w/ cover and dead front off

ATS w/ 5’ area around it to verify clearances

Grounding method

Main electrical panel w/ cover off (not just open)

Main electrical panel w/ 5’ area around it to verify clearances

Video of generator running w/ manometer connected to system
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Verify CO monitor installed in the home


